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1206 mm Vertical Dual Lift 1 Combo Arm Automatic Height Adjustment 
and Folding Keyboard, Wall Mount 

This Combo Dual lift 1 arm has an automatic height adjustment mechanism 
by gas spring on 25 cm allowing the ideal positioning of the keyboard and the 
screen whatever the size of the user. ts keyboard/mouse support is retractable 
and foldable, it is the ideal solution or the reduced space requirement 
simposes. It is coated with an anti-microbial agent offering hygiene and 
cleaning down to the last detail. Its modern design has been specially designed 
for healthcare environments. 
  
Technical specifications: 
* Integrated cable channel 
* By adding additional Vertical Wall Slide Rail mountings (optional) you can 
   attach other accessories such as a PC, a work table, a basket etc..., 
   several lengths are available (480 mm - 720 mm - 960 mm - 1200 mm). 
* Automatic adjustment by gas spring on 25 cm 
* The keyboard/mouse holder has dimensions of: 580 mm x 200 mm. and can 
   be retracted from 337 mm to 429 mm. It also allows the keyboard to rotate 
   110° to the right, 110° to the left. Its rabbat kneecap is ideal to save space. 
* The 2 mini screen arms comply with the screen mounting standard: 
   VESA MIS-D 75 mm and 100 mm. 
* Suitable for 2 large screens up to 58 cm wide. 
* Screen tilt: 10° down and 30° up 
* It has a safety height adjustment stop button, which allows the arm to stay 
   in the chosen position. 
* Equipped with a handle on the right and left allowing the positioning in  

height of the system. * Maximum system load 4 - 10 Kg. 
* Compatible with multimedia terminals (TMM) 
* Color RAL 7024 (Graphite Grey) and White 
* All our medical arms are in conformity: 
  CE, ROHS, Medical Grade, Regulations MDD 93/42 ECC. 
* Warranty: 5 years
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